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Address Unelko Corporation
14641 N 74th Street 
Scottsdale, Arizona 85260 

Country USA

State Arizona

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
GLASS SCIENCE®: The Glass Science® line of high-performance automotive products provide improved visibility & driving safety during periods of
inclement weather that otherwise restricts motorists´ ability to see the road, other vehicles and pedestrians.

CLEAN-X®: The Clean-X® line of advanced surface care products allow homemakers to "Clean Smarter…Not Harder" by reducing the adhesion and
buildup of everyday soil and keep odor-causing bacteria, mold & mildew from growing with water, soil & stain repellent barrier technologies.

ELIMINATE®: The Eliminate® line of multi-surface, multi-functional triple-action surface care products allow maintenance professionals to practice
"preventive cleaning" and provide antimicrobial barrier protection in high-traffic public buildings and facilities.
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